See us at Offshore Decommissioning Conference, Stand No: 8
A UK First for Decommissioning Market
A specialist team of companies have come together as part of their commitment to deliver an
approved decommissioning programme under one collaborative offering.

Integrated

DECOM will offer independent front-end engineering and environmental solutions providing
integrated support for oil and gas operators looking to retire redundant facilities without the
burden of an in-house overhead.
With over 20 years’ expertise and knowledge of successfully delivering the major UKCS
decommissioning projects to date, Costain, Axis Well Technology, BMT Cordah and DNV
GL have the capability and capacity to deliver the entire decommissioning work scope up to
the approval of the project’s decommissioning programme, from subsurface to structure,
through a single point solution.
Frazer Mackay, of Costain who are leading the consortium says: “The companies within
Integrated DECOM bring complementary, critical technical skills which are required to plan
and deliver compliant and cost effective decommissioning. This unique combined knowledge
ensures that every solution will be considered in a comparative assessment process,
delivering a lower risk and cost decommissioning outcome for owners and stakeholders.”
Integrated DECOM will be at Stand number 8 at the Offshore Decommissioning Conference
in St Andrews on the 15th and 16th November.
-EndsNotes to Editors:
About Costain
Costain is a leading engineering solutions provider delivering integrated consulting, project
delivery and operations and maintenance services, with a portfolio of achievements
spanning 150 years of innovation and technical excellence. Costain meets essential national

needs by providing world-class engineering and technology-led solutions to our customers in
the energy, water and transportation markets.
About Axis Well Technology
Axis Well Technology (Axis) is an independent consultancy providing fully-integrated well
technology and reservoir development services for the UKCS and internationally.
Axis provides specialist expertise for the complete asset lifecycle, from exploration, appraisal
and the initial phases of field concept design, through to development planning, well
operations,
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With a broad cross-discipline competency, extensive operational and technical experience,
Axis delivers quality results that are innovative, fit-for-purpose and achievable.
About BMT Cordah
BMT Cordah is a leading multi-disciplinary environmental consultancy with extensive
experience in providing support to decommissioning programmes. Having been involved in
many offshore programmes since 1994, we have successfully delivered a range of services,
including; preparation of environmental scoping reports; full EIAs; detailed estimates of
energy usages and gaseous emissions; Comparative Assessments of pipelines and BPEOs;
in-depth environmental support to decommissioning engineering teams; Comparative
Assessments of options for decommissioning structures that are candidates for derogation
under OSPAR 98/3; prepared PONs, PWAs, and Consents to Locate; and compiled full
Decommissioning Programmes for Consultation before facilitating the submission of formal
Decommissioning Programmes to the Secretary of State.
The company has offices in Aberdeen and London.
About DNV GL
Driven by our purpose of safeguarding life, property and the environment, DNV GL enables
organizations to advance the safety and sustainability of their business. Operating in more
than 100 countries, our professionals are dedicated to helping our customers in the
maritime, oil and gas, energy and other industries to make the world safer, smarter and
greener.
About DNV GL – Oil & Gas

In the oil and gas industry, we enhance safety, increase reliability and manage risks in
projects and operations. Our oil and gas experts offer local access to global best practice in
every hydrocarbon-producing country. Driven by a curiosity for technical progress, we
provide a neutral ground for collaboration; creating competence, sharing knowledge and
setting industry standards. Our independent advice enables companies to make the right
choices. Together with our customers, we drive the industry forward towards a safe and
sustainable future.

